Abstract: Los Angeles
Introduction
Los Angeles (LA) is pursuing possibly the most ambitious rail transit investment program in the United States. The LA Metropolitan Transportation Authority's (Metro) long-range plan committed funds to six new rail transit lines scheduled to open between 2011 and 2019. In total, those six lines will increase the LA Metro rail network from 73 to approximately 120 miles (116.8 km to approximately 192 km), making it larger than the current Washington DC Metro system. This impressive commitment to transit infrastructure is playing out in the context of ambitious state-level greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets to enhance sustainable urban development. California's Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008, known as Senate Bill 375 (SB375), requires metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to develop coordinated land use-transportation plans that meet state GHG reduction requirements. The LA region's MPO, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), through its Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy [1] , has targeted increased development in transit corridors as a major component of its overall GHG reduction effort. In LA County, much of the funding for transit improvements has come from local sales tax increases approved by voters with two-thirds majorities, as required by state law. This infusion of capital has helped to remedy past budget uncertainties due to fluctuating transit funding commitments at the federal and state levels.
Recent studies have attempted to quantify the GHG reduction attributable to public transportation in the US. According to calculations by the US PIRG Education Fund [2] , Metro's 2006 operations resulted in a net GHG reduction equivalent to 862 thousand metric tons of CO 2 . This placed Metro 8th in the US, but at a level less than one-tenth of New York's system and less than half of Washington D.C.'s system. However, potential gains in GHG reductions and SCAG's planning for transit-oriented development stress the importance of understanding the impact of transit infrastructure and service provision on travel behavior.
There is debate about what form of urban transport system is more sustainable. This issue has been discussed at length in the literature (e.g., [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Many agencies nationally and internationally stated the need for urban transport to become more sustainable, providing a competitive alternative to car driving. There can be little doubt that certain transportation systems are more efficient in terms of reducing private automobile use or the related aim of reducing energy consumption or carbon dioxide emissions. One of critical issues in sustainable transport systems is whether high-quality public transport services can attract new ridership or solely draw ridership from existing transit users [10] .
Questions remain, in particular, about light rail transit's (LRT) role as a catalyst to increase overall transit use and reach sustainability goals, at least in the context of an auto-oriented city like LA. The present studies demonstrated that U.S. public transit agencies, including the Los Angeles County Metro Transit, have invested to extend the infrastructures for public transport since 1990s but increasing investments could not necessarily increase ridership [11, 12] . In its 2017 report, the LA Times stated that "since 2009, Metro has opened four new rail extensions at a cost of more than $4 billion. In the same period, rail ridership soared 21%, but bus trips-a much larger share of overall ridership-dropped 18%" [13] . Metro's data show that trips taken on the L.A. County Metro's bus and rail system dropped in 2016 by nearly 6%, largely due to continuing declines in bus patronage [14] . LA Metro system has experienced rapid growth of light rail ridership due to the debut of the Gold Line and Expo Line extensions but also a precipitous drop in bus ridership.
There are many plausible explanations for the overall drop in ridership even as new high-quality light rail service is coming online. One possibility is that the reduction in access points for bus versus LRT has reduced the overall transit service area in corridors in which bus routes were replaced by LRT. Another is that restructuring of lines that could serve as feeders to LRT have been less than optimal. A third possibility is that Metro is prioritizing service in LRT station areas where future transit oriented development is most likely. Advocacy groups have pointed out that Metro's restructuring has often been at the expense of bus riders, who tend to be poorer and include a higher percentage of ethnic minorities [15] . The first two possibilities raise questions about service design, while the last raises questions of equity.
This study explores some of the reasons for recent decreases in transit ridership that are related to changes in transit service. To examine the effects of the two most recently opened LRT lines, the Expo Line and the Gold Line, we compare key transit performance metrics before and after the opening of each of these lines. We first compare changes in total transit ridership of the Expo Line and the Gold Line extension to explore whether these LRT openings were associated with increased system-level transit ridership. Second, we examine trends in both bus and LRT ridership along the two corridors to identify corridor-wide changes to bus ridership. Third, we compare the changes in bus service system-wide against those in new LRT corridors to examine the effects of network restructuring and service changes on performance. We also examine the potential changes in ridership associated with the new LRT service and corresponding changes to nearby bus service.
Our analysis and findings relate to an older literature on how agencies modify bus routes when LRT service opens (e.g., [16, 17] ). We add to the literature in two ways. First, our analysis updates this work at a time when cities worldwide are building or expanding LRT systems. Second, we document that the combined "bus plus rail" corridor transit ridership decreased along LA's Gold Line extension in the year following the opening of that LRT line, but total transit ridership initially increased along LA's Expo Line. We show associations between the net transit ridership gains or losses in the corridors and changes in bus service. This evidence, while descriptive, moves the literature forward in assessing the still somewhat under-studied question of how bus service changes (which are common when new LRT systems open) are associated with the sustainability characteristics (e.g., ridership) of the overall transit system. We also document that, after 2014, system-wide bus ridership declines have been larger than any ridership effects that are specific to either the Expo or Gold Line LRT corridors.
In the next section, we contextualize our research within the existing body of ridership research, focusing on LRT. This is followed by an overview of Metro's Expo Line and the 2009 Gold Line extension. Next, we evaluate ridership and service changes, before and after the opening of these LRT projects. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of some policy implications that flow from this research.
Literature Review
Much of the existing literature on the impacts of introducing a new LRT service focus on comparing ridership counts, capital and operating costs, and transit service and land use before and after light rail service introduction to provide insights into the actual ridership gains and costs, as well as impacts of major transit investments. Most studies of ridership impacts use traditional data, including questionnaires and travel surveys. They focus on ridership changes that occur with the introduction of new or improved transit services. These include work by Gomez-Ibanez [16] on the ridership and operating costs of new light rail services in San Diego, Calgary, and Edmonton, and work by Allen and Hufstedler [17] on the ridership characteristics of the transit systems serving large areas with relatively low population densities in Dallas and Houston, Texas.
Gomez-Ibanez [16] was one of the first to examine total (bus and rail) ridership changes in a new LRT corridor and to present results pointing to the possibility of varying impacts. After the introduction of an LRT line in San Diego, total transit ridership along the route increased by about 22% after accounting for new LRT ridership and reductions in ridership of bus routes that were eliminated or that competed with the new LRT line. The author found only 2% increase in total transit share of trips after the opening of a new LRT line in Calgary and concluded that LRT in Edmonton could have been associated with an increase in total transit ridership of between 9% and 19%, but the contribution of LRT remained unclear since the bus service in the area had been expanded two years before the LRT service began.
Allen and Hufstedler [17] compared ridership between the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) bus-and-rail system and Houston's Metro bus system, using the National Transit Database for the period 1985 through 2003. Houston's approach, through 2003, had been the provision of a high level of bus service incorporating an extensive system of park-and-ride facilities, while DART's approach was the introduction of a light rail system complemented by bus service in the Dallas area. The authors found that Houston's commitment to its bus system achieved both higher service levels and higher bus ridership than DART achieved. DART's light rail system resulted in increases in system ridership although there was a downturn in bus system ridership. The authors attributed this decreased bus ridership to the restructuring of some bus routes during LRT implementation.
Other research on how bus or vehicle ridership changes with the implementation of rail transit has adopted a wide array of methodological approaches using statistical analyses, interviews, surveys, and geospatial tools. Research using statistical analyses typically focuses on evaluating the relative causal influences of internal and external factors on ridership [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Some studies, however, conducted interviews with transit system managers and focused on how some agencies were more successful than others in increasing transit ridership and how the managers of transit systems perceive influences of various factors on ridership [23, 24] . Other studies conducted attitudinal surveys of passengers to identify the factors influencing passenger satisfaction [25, 26] . Some recent empirical studies examined the spatial patterns and interactions of ridership utilizing geospatial data. For instance, Li et al. [27] examined the interactions between a newly opened subway and taxi service in Wuxi, China from a spatial perspective using GPS trajectory data to explore taxi pathways relative to spatial effects of the subway. Zhang and Wang [28] used a network Kriging method to estimate the subway ridership of a new subway line, the Second Avenue Subway in New York City.
Overall, existing practice and research (e.g., [16] ) indicate the potential that reductions in bus routes made to coincide with a new LRT service could countervail the new LRT ridership. The current study uses transit boarding data for bus and LRT to examine ridership changes adjacent to the Expo and Gold Lines. It provides important case studies that contribute to the literature because few studies have holistically examined the impact of a new LRT service on corridor-and system-wide ridership. Our findings expand the literature on the "total transit" impact of LRT by providing two illustrative case studies of recent LRT openings in a city that has traditionally been auto-oriented but has a maturing and rapidly growing rail transit system. however, conducted interviews with transit system managers and focused on how some agencies were more successful than others in increasing transit ridership and how the managers of transit systems perceive influences of various factors on ridership [23, 24] . Other studies conducted attitudinal surveys of passengers to identify the factors influencing passenger satisfaction [25, 26] . Some recent empirical studies examined the spatial patterns and interactions of ridership utilizing geospatial data. For instance, Li et al. [27] examined the interactions between a newly opened subway and taxi service in Wuxi, China from a spatial perspective using GPS trajectory data to explore taxi pathways relative to spatial effects of the subway. Zhang and Wang [28] used a network Kriging method to estimate the subway ridership of a new subway line, the Second Avenue Subway in New York City. Overall, existing practice and research (e.g., [16] ) indicate the potential that reductions in bus routes made to coincide with a new LRT service could countervail the new LRT ridership. The current study uses transit boarding data for bus and LRT to examine ridership changes adjacent to the Expo and Gold Lines. It provides important case studies that contribute to the literature because few studies have holistically examined the impact of a new LRT service on corridor-and systemwide ridership. Our findings expand the literature on the "total transit" impact of LRT by providing two illustrative case studies of recent LRT openings in a city that has traditionally been autooriented but has a maturing and rapidly growing rail transit system. Demographic characteristics for Expo Line Phase 1 corridor station areas (defined as half-mile-radius buffer areas from stations) were obtained from the 2010-2014 American Community Survey (ACS) block group data. The average population of the half-mile-radius areas of Expo Line Phase 1 stations was approximately 11,000 and the average annual household median income was approximately $36,000, but income levels varied between eastern and western portions of the corridor (Figure 2) . Half of the Phase 1 corridor stations in the eastern portion of the line had an annual median household income level below $30,000 per year, but the westernmost station, Culver City, had an annual median household income of $65,000.
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Demographic characteristics for Expo Line Phase 1 corridor station areas (defined as half-mileradius buffer areas from stations) were obtained from the 2010-2014 American Community Survey (ACS) block group data. The average population of the half-mile-radius areas of Expo Line Phase 1 stations was approximately 11,000 and the average annual household median income was approximately $36,000, but income levels varied between eastern and western portions of the corridor ( Figure 2) . Half of the Phase 1 corridor stations in the eastern portion of the line had an annual median household income level below $30,000 per year, but the westernmost station, Culver City, had an annual median household income of $65,000. 
Gold Line and Gold Line Extension
The Gold Line runs from Pasadena to East LA via downtown LA. Phase 1 was comprised of twelve stations which began service in June of 2003 running from Union Station in downtown LA to east Pasadena. In November 2009, Metro opened the second phase of the Gold Line serving eight stations, from Union Station to Atlantic Station. This Gold Line Eastside extension, which is the focus of this study, is a six-mile (9.6 km) LRT line that serves ethnically diverse and culturally rich communities including the Little Tokyo-Arts District, Boyle Heights, and East LA (Figure 1) .
The average population of the half-mile-radius areas around each Gold Line Eastside Extension station was approximately 10,500, similar to that of the Expo Line Phase 1 station areas ( Figure 3 ). The average household median income of the Gold Line areas was $38,000, slightly higher than that of the Expo Line study areas. While income levels of Expo Line station areas varied between eastern (lower income) and western (higher income) areas, annual household income levels for the Gold Line station areas were relatively consistent, ranging between $30,000 and $44,000. 
Bus Ridership Change after LRT Opening/Extension
We compare ridership between the Gold Line extension and Expo Line Phase 1 and we examine patterns in both bus and LRT ridership along these corridors. Transit ridership data come from the LA County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) and the data are available in monthly mean format for weekday ridership [14] . The data indicate the total number of daily boardings that occur along the line, between the beginning and end of service on a typical business day not including Saturday, Sunday or holidays. 
We compare ridership between the Gold Line extension and Expo Line Phase 1 and we examine patterns in both bus and LRT ridership along these corridors. Transit ridership data come from the LA County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) and the data are available in monthly mean format for weekday ridership [14] . The data indicate the total number of daily boardings that occur along the line, between the beginning and end of service on a typical business day not including Saturday, Sunday or holidays. Table 1 presents bus, LRT, and total transit (bus + LRT) average weekday ridership for fivemonth periods in 2011 through 2016. Figure 5 compares the average weekday ridership for bus (see Figure 5a ), LRT (see Figure 5b) , and total transit ridership (see Figure 5c ) along the Expo Line corridor for each month (July through November) from 2011 to 2016. In addition, we compared this ridership along the Expo Line corridor with a system-wide ridership for Metro bus (see Figure 5d ) and transit system (see Figure 5e ) to assess whether the observed changes in boardings reflected an overall trend in system-wide ridership.
LRT ridership (Expo Line) greatly increased from a weekday average of approximately 18,000 in July 2012 to 48,000 during November 2016 after the opening of Expo Line in April 2012 (see Figure 5b ). As shown in Table 1 On the bus side, ridership of the Expo Line corridor slightly declined by approximately 7600 from 2011 to 2013, 70,000 from 2014 to 2015, and 62,000 in 2016, leading to a total 18.6-percent reduction in weekday bus ridership, or about 140,000 riders, since the opening of the Expo Line. System-wide, Metro bus ridership dropped by 16.5% to roughly 187,000 riders between 2011 and 2016.
Net transit ridership peaked in 2013 with almost 772,000 unlinked passenger trips. However, the net ridership along the Expo Line corridor in "bus plus rail" ridership in 2014 decreased 3.8%, probably because Metro raised fares in September 2014 [30] . Concurrently, Metro's system-wide "bus plus rail" ridership decreased about 4.3% compared to the prior calendar year. This trend continued for the next two years, as the reduction in bus ridership exceeded the increase in the number of Expo Line riders.
Total transit ridership for lines traversing the corridor decreased by approximately 96,000 riders per day, which implies a 19% reduction in bus ridership of about 140,000 riders per day for the five years following the opening of the Expo Line in April 2012 (Table 1) . This results in about a 13% loss of transit ridership along the Expo Line corridor over the five years. System-wide, overall Metro ridership of LA County decreased 10% and bus ridership decreased 17% for the same time period (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . Table 1 presents bus, LRT, and total transit (bus + LRT) average weekday ridership for five-month periods in 2011 through 2016. Figure 5 compares the average weekday ridership for bus (see Figure 5a ), LRT (see Figure 5b) , and total transit ridership (see Figure 5c ) along the Expo Line corridor for each month (July through November) from 2011 to 2016. In addition, we compared this ridership along the Expo Line corridor with a system-wide ridership for Metro bus (see Figure 5d ) and transit system (see Figure 5e ) to assess whether the observed changes in boardings reflected an overall trend in system-wide ridership.
LRT ridership (Expo Line) greatly increased from a weekday average of approximately 18,000 in July 2012 to 48,000 during November 2016 after the opening of Expo Line in April 2012 (see Figure 5b ). As shown in Table 1 Net transit ridership peaked in 2013 with almost 772,000 unlinked passenger trips. However, the net ridership along the Expo Line corridor in "bus plus rail" ridership in 2014 decreased 3.8%, probably because Metro raised fares in September 2014 [30] . Concurrently, Metro's system-wide "bus plus rail" ridership decreased about 4.3% compared to the prior calendar year. This trend continued for the next two years, as the reduction in bus ridership exceeded the increase in the number of Expo Line riders.
Total transit ridership for lines traversing the corridor decreased by approximately 96,000 riders per day, which implies a 19% reduction in bus ridership of about 140,000 riders per day for the five years following the opening of the Expo Line in April 2012 (Table 1) . This results in about a 13% loss of transit ridership along the Expo Line corridor over the five years. System-wide, overall Metro ridership of LA County decreased 10% and bus ridership decreased 17% for the same time period (2009-2016). 
Gold Line
The Gold line extension between Union Station and Atlantic Station was the focus of our ridership analysis. We analyzed the ridership patterns of Metro bus lines that traverse a one-mile (1.6 km) area around the Gold Line extension.
Sixty-four Metro bus lines traverse a one-mile radius around the Gold Line extension which opened in November 2009. Four types of Metro services-local, rapid, express, and shuttle busestraverse this corridor ( Figure 6 ). Metro local buses operated 38 routes across the corridor in 2009. Among these 38 routes, 31 ran through downtown LA and connected the CBD to West LA, Santa Monica, Burbank, Sun Valley, etc. The other seven local bus lines served north-south routes in non-CBD areas, and they connected the East LA, Compton, Pasadena, and Lynwood areas. Ten express bus lines, three shuttle lines, and 13 rapid lines ran through this corridor [29] . Table 2 presents bus, LRT, and total transit (bus + LRT) average weekday ridership along the Gold Line extension corridor for four-month periods in 2009 through 2016 and Figure 7 compares the average weekday ridership for bus (see Figure 7a) , LRT (see Figure 7b) , and total transit (see Figure 7c ) of the Gold line extension corridor for each month (July through October) from 2009 to 2012. These patterns are compared with the system-wide ridership for Metro bus (see Figure 7d ) and the overall transit system (see Figure 7e ). 
Sixty-four Metro bus lines traverse a one-mile radius around the Gold Line extension which opened in November 2009. Four types of Metro services-local, rapid, express, and shuttle buses-traverse this corridor ( Figure 6 ). Metro local buses operated 38 routes across the corridor in 2009. Among these 38 routes, 31 ran through downtown LA and connected the CBD to West LA, Santa Monica, Burbank, Sun Valley, etc. The other seven local bus lines served north-south routes in non-CBD areas, and they connected the East LA, Compton, Pasadena, and Lynwood areas. Ten express bus lines, three shuttle lines, and 13 rapid lines ran through this corridor [29] . Table 2 presents bus, LRT, and total transit (bus + LRT) average weekday ridership along the Gold Line extension corridor for four-month periods in 2009 through 2016 and Figure 7 compares the average weekday ridership for bus (see Figure 7a) , LRT (see Figure 7b) , and total transit (see Figure 7c ) of the Gold line extension corridor for each month (July through October) from 2009 to 2012. These patterns are compared with the system-wide ridership for Metro bus (see Figure 7d ) and the overall transit system (see Figure 7e) . Although the Gold Line extension resulted in rapid increases in LRT ridership, the net transit ridership continued to decrease after the line was extended in November 2009. Total transit (bus plus rail) ridership in Gold Line extension corridor decreased about 8% despite the increase (57%) in Gold Line ridership between 2009 and 2010. This trend continued in 2011, as the reduction in bus ridership exceeded the increase in the number of Gold Line riders. Overall, total transit ridership for lines traversing the corridor decreased by approximately 171,000 riders per day, which implies a 31.5% reduction in bus ridership of about 200,000 riders per day for the seven years following the opening of this second phase of the Gold Line (Table 2) . This results in a loss of ridership of about 26% along the extension corridor of Gold Line over the seven years. System-wide, overall Metro ridership in LA County decreased 10.5% and bus ridership decreased 18.6% for the same time period (2009-2016).
Service Change after LRT Opening/Extension
Of particular interest for this research is whether changes in bus service made to coincide with the opening of new LRT service impact ridership. In order to evaluate whether changes in our study areas reflect unique service changes in those areas, or parallel broader system-wide service changes, we examine Metro's system-wide bus service levels along both the Expo Line and Gold Line extension corridor compared to system-wide service changes. As seen in a number of beforeand-after studies completed per Federal Transit Administration's requirements, it is not unusual, or unexpected, for transit agencies to make changes to bus services coincident with the opening of a new rail service. Bus lines running along the same corridor as the new rail service are often eliminated, with the rail service replacing the previous bus service. In addition, agencies often reroute, or increase bus service to serve as feeders into the new rail line. (Table 2) . This results in a loss of ridership of about 26% along the extension corridor of Gold Line over the seven years. System-wide, overall Metro ridership in LA County decreased 10.5% and bus ridership decreased 18.6% for the same time period (2009-2016).
Of particular interest for this research is whether changes in bus service made to coincide with the opening of new LRT service impact ridership. In order to evaluate whether changes in our study areas reflect unique service changes in those areas, or parallel broader system-wide service changes, we examine Metro's system-wide bus service levels along both the Expo Line and Gold Line extension corridor compared to system-wide service changes. As seen in a number of before-and-after studies completed per Federal Transit Administration's requirements, it is not unusual, or unexpected, for transit agencies to make changes to bus services coincident with the opening of a new rail service. Bus lines running along the same corridor as the new rail service are often eliminated, with the rail service replacing the previous bus service. In addition, agencies often re-route, or increase bus service to serve as feeders into the new rail line.
During the period after the Expo Line opened, the bus service changes were implemented in June 2012. Table 3 compares Metro's system-wide service changes with changes within the Expo Line corridor between 2011 and 2012. During the morning peak period, essentially no change in bus service occurred system-wide, however, service within the Expo Line corridor decreased very slightly. During the afternoon peak period, both system-wide and Expo Line bus service levels declined by an identical percentage. The Expo Line corridor saw an increase in base period bus service level compared to system-wide changes, while the late night "owl" service decreased similarly for the study area and system-wide.
Vehicle revenue hours of service and vehicle revenue miles of service were 0.3% and 1.5% lower, respectively, in 2012 than they were in 2011. System-wide, vehicle revenue hours of service remained almost the same but vehicle revenue miles of service decreased by approximately 1% (Table 4) . Note Following the opening of the Gold Line extension, the bus service changes were implemented in June 2010 and bus service frequencies decreased as shown in Table 5 . The system-wide service level decreased almost 5% between 2009 and 2010. However, bus service level decreases within the Gold Line extension corridor were substantially larger. Overall, Metro decreased the number of buses traversing the Gold Line extension corridor by 13%, with the largest decreases occurring during the morning and afternoon peak times (−14.3% and −13.0%, respectively). Base period bus service levels decreased in the study area by nearly 11%. Note In terms of vehicle revenue hours and miles, both system-wide and Gold Line bus service levels declined, but the decreases for the Gold Line extension corridor were larger as a percentage of June 2009 levels. Vehicle revenue hours of service and vehicle revenue miles of service for buses in the Gold Line corridor were 13% and 16% lower, respectively, in 2010 than they were in 2009. System-wide, vehicle revenue hours of bus service and vehicle revenue miles of bus service decreased 5.5% and 6%, respectively (Table 6 ). (Table 7) . The Federal Transit Administration [31] states that "service on one bus route was dropped east of the Indiana Street station". We found that Metro made a change to Line 30, eliminating the easternmost portion of the route and reducing the number of vehicles with the extension of the Gold Line in 2009. In addition, four of the limited express bus services (number 444, 445, 484, and 490) were discontinued, concurrent with opening of the second phase of Gold Line (see Figure 9 and Table 8 ). Although these four lines were not bus services directly aligned with the Eastside Extension project, these four lines were bus services that traversed the corridor within a 1-mile radius of the Gold Line eastside extension. The Federal Transit Administration [31] states that "service on one bus route was dropped east of the Indiana Street station". We found that Metro made a change to Line 30, eliminating the easternmost portion of the route and reducing the number of vehicles with the extension of the Gold Line in 2009. In addition, four of the limited express bus services (number 444, 445, 484, and 490) were discontinued, concurrent with opening of the second phase of Gold Line (see Figure 9 and Table 8 ). Although these four lines were not bus services directly aligned with the Eastside Extension project, these four lines were bus services that traversed the corridor within a 1-mile radius of the Gold Line eastside extension. In sum, Metro eliminated four bus routes, cut the service hours by 13%, and shortened service routes by 16% along the Gold Line extension corridor in 2010. Overall transit (bus plus LRT) ridership of this corridor fell over 8% in 2010, despite a record number of riders who used the Gold Line system. This decline is much higher than Metro's system-wide decline of about 2% in 2010. In sum, Metro eliminated four bus routes, cut the service hours by 13%, and shortened service routes by 16% along the Gold Line extension corridor in 2010. Overall transit (bus plus LRT) ridership of this corridor fell over 8% in 2010, despite a record number of riders who used the Gold Line system. This decline is much higher than Metro's system-wide decline of about 2% in 2010.
Conclusions and Policy Implications
This study examines aggregate data to track changes in ridership before and after the opening of new LRT services with an emphasis on how changes to bus service and routing may impact travel.
The results underscore two important, and related, points. First, changes in bus service made to coincide with the introduction of new LRT can negatively affect the overall transit ridership in the corridor. Although the Expo Line and Gold Line extension areas had similar demographic and socio-economic characteristics, the net transit ridership effect along these corridors differed during the years immediately after LRT service began. Expo LRT service began in April 2012 and resulted in 2013 net transit ridership increasing to its highest level. However, a year-to-year Gold Line LRT ridership comparison shows a dip in net corridor transit ridership between 2009 and 2010, although gas prices in the region rose after the Gold Line was extended to the Eastside in 2009. This pattern is probably in part because the entire system suffered service reductions during this period. However, bus service decreased substantially more within the Gold Line extension corridor compared to the countywide decrease in bus service. This change along the Gold Line extension appears to be related to a net "bus plus rail" ridership decline (over 8%) in that corridor, which was greater than Metro's system-wide "bus plus rail" ridership decrease of about 2% for the same period, 2009 to 2010. The results of this research suggest that there was a large reduction in bus service concurrent with the opening of the Gold Line LRT extension in 2009.
Second, the results of our Expo Line analysis show that the ridership decline is not attributable to any single factor. The net transit ridership along the Expo Line corridor slightly increased in "bus plus rail" ridership until the end of 2013, after the rail line opened in April 2012, possibly because the bus service was not reduced by the same magnitude as along the Gold Line extension from 2009 to 2010. However, ridership along the corridor in 2014 was down 4%, concurrent with the 4% decrease in the Metro's system-wide ridership compared to the prior calendar year. This decrease occurred after Metro raised fares in September 2014. It shows that predicting and increasing ridership are complex tasks, but fares and service cuts likely play key roles in increasing or decreasing ridership.
In terms of policy implications, our results give reasons for transit agencies to think carefully about bus and rail transit service, particularly when new LRT is introduced. Light rail runs along the street-often along heavily traveled bus routes-and it seems intuitive to eliminate some bus routes to optimize the system once the new LRT service commences. This study does not argue against such efforts, but based on our findings, we suggest some caution. Changes in bus service, on net, can be consistent with increases in transit ridership (as in the Expo Line corridor in the first two years after that LRT line opened) or decreases in transit ridership (as in the Gold Line corridor immediately following 2009). More importantly, system optimization might affect a wide range of travel behavior. Eliminating bus stops (and other related reductions in service) could suppress ridership among households near eliminated bus stops along the new light rail corridor. This study suggests that transit agencies should take a more holistic view of travel impacts, and that changes to bus service should be carefully crafted to maximize the use of new LRT service and facilitate changes in travel behavior that are consistent with a shift away from automobility.
Looking more generally, the results of this study touch on broader issues of sustainability and transit. The LA case illustrates three issues that require further research. First, how do rail and bus transit jointly affect sustainability goals? In the Gold Line corridor in LA, the initial opening of rail service was associated with both service reductions and decreases in bus transit ridership. The net GHG emission impact of those trends would be complex, and would depend on the overall travel behavior changes of riders, power generation and fuel sources for the bus and rail systems, and occupancy levels of both the bus and rail lines. For LA, some summary information is available from previous research. Chester et al. [32] give data on per-mile carbon emissions of several bus and rail lines in major U.S. cities, and those data, for LA, indicate that the Gold Line has emissions averaging 124.02 g of CO 2 per passenger, while the Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line in LA has emissions averaging 68.54 g of CO 2 per passenger. If the Orange Line BRT is reflective of other bus service (Chester et al. do not report emissions for other LA bus lines), this raises the possibility that a shift of riders from busses to LRT along the Gold Line corridor may be a move from low to higher emission transit systems. Recently Metro's Board approved the purchase of 95 electric buses which will run along the Orange and Silver Line busways. An ambitious goal set forth by L.A.'s mayor would electrify the entire fleet by 2030 [33] . This could make buses even lower GHG which makes the recent drop in bus ridership more problematic. We caution that the specific net emission change will depend on circumstances of the lines and passenger travel behavior, but as cities worldwide expand rail transit systems, more careful assessment of how changes in overall transit ridership affect GHG emissions should be pursued.
Second, travel behavior itself should be an object of study as cities open new rail transit systems [34, 35] . While we document changes in bus ridership associated with the opening of new LRT lines in LA, it is still unclear from this study to what extent bus riders are shifting to new LRT service, and there is no a priori reason to expect such shifts to be one-for-one. We suggest future research that continues to explore how LRT and bus service changes are associated with changes in transit ridership.
Third, changes in urban development that are associated with new and expanded transit systems should be studied in future work. The evidence that we document, on changes in bus and LRT ridership, are short-term effects, soon after the new LRT service opened. Longer-term land use changes could reinforce or modify the ridership patterns observed in this study. While our goal was not to study how the city and metropolitan area are coordinating land use near transit, as cities worldwide are embarking on rail transit expansions, such studies are increasingly important. We note that, from our results, questions of the interaction of new LRT service with bus service are important, and to date the literature has focused almost exclusively on the role of land use and development only in relationship to rail transit.
To recap our main findings, bus service changes and total corridor transit ridership were strongly associated in the first approximately two years after each LRT system opened. The Gold Line saw a large reduction in bus service and immediate (in 2010) reductions in bus ridership that more than countervailed the increase in LRT ridership. The Expo Line corridor had almost no net change in bus service and an initial increase in total transit ridership. In the most recent years, approximately since 2014, system-wide bus ridership declines appear to swamp any corridor specific effects. By suggesting a more holistic view, we encourage transit agencies to be more alert to both bus service and overall system factors. The large reductions in bus service along the Gold Line corridor are associated with overall transit ridership declines in the same corridor, and we suggest that agencies be alert to the links from bus service to transit ridership changes. However, clearly broader, systemic factors are also important in ridership, as the data from 2014 forward indicate. Our study was not designed to illuminate those systemic factors, although the bus fare increases and gas price declines of recent years are factors that warrant further study [25, 36] . Overall, we conclude that changes in service, particularly those associated with new LRT, can change travel behavior. Transit agencies and future research should be more alert to before-after evaluations of new service. Insights drawn from the current study can serve as an example of the importance of such evaluations and we suggest that this approach should become a standard part of agency operations. 19 
